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Fight Looms Over Historic Tax Credits

Bayer Properties is making progress in renovating the old Pizitz Department Store
into a new downtown commercial hub which is to open later this year (Bayer).
hile a fight looms in the
Avenue. It is slated to open this
State Legislature over
October with multifamily housing
renewing Alabama’s
on top floors and retail and
historic tax credit to rehabilitate
restaurants on the bottom.
abandoned buildings, Birmingham
It is one of 20 projects in
developers are making good use of
Birmingham that have utilized
the funding source.
the state tax credit and one of 52
That includes the former Pizitz
projects statewide including the
Department Store, closed since
Lyric Theatre, Redmont Hotel
1988, in which Bayer Properties
and the Florentine Building. The
is investing $66 million to make it
credit has a $20 million ceiling
a new commercial hub on Third
taken into consideration with

W

substantial private funding and
city loans. Sen. Jabo Waggoner
of Vestavia is leading the fight
to keep the tax credit alive while
Sen. Tripp Pittman from Mobile
is seeking its repeal. The extension
passed the House last year but died
in Senate committee. Critics say it
gives some developers advantages
over others. Alabama is one of 34
states offering a historic tax credit
for rehabilitation of older buildings
that qualify.
Birmingham’s older architecture
is part of the fiber of the city’s past.
It also can be part of the formula to
its future.

Next Meeting
Thursday, April 21, 2016
Emmet O’Neal Library
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Speaker: Dr. Larry Clayton

“Cuba and the U.S.
DeSoto to Today”
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reetings. I hope that by the time this arrives in your mailbox,
Jefferson County will be in the midst of full blown spring.
Tom and I will still be in Morocco birding, looking for, among
other birds, the critically endangered Northern Bald Ibis, which has
got to be one of the ugliest creatures on the planet. We will be home
for the April meeting. On a board note, Tom Badham, representing
Alice McSpadden your Historical Association, has been working on a volunteer basis
Williams
with Billy McDonald, our January speaker, and his editor, on his book
about his father’s exploits in China. The book itself is a mammoth undertaking; Billy in
his talk said it could be three books, not just one. Tom is helping with the editing and
trying to get it down to just 400 pages. To quote Tom, “It has been a bit tricky, but it has
also been a real adventure. Mr. McDonald saw so much, so many famous people, so many
events.”
Billy is planning to be at either the April or July meeting with (we hope, fingers crossed)
soft backed versions of the book to sign. He will also have one of the four framed replicas,
which he has commissioned, of the Commander’s Wing his father was awarded, which he
will be presenting later this year to four museums in China. Exciting!
On another front, Jerry Desmond, executive director for the Birmingham History
Center, will change out the display case in the lobby of Mountain Brook City Hall at the
end of March, so by April there will be a new exhibit. Go by and check it out. The History
Center also continues to collect donations, a lot of which are textiles. To that end, your
Historical Association, from the book fund, has contributed funds to acquire the acid
free, steel edge storage boxes necessary for their preservation. The collection continues to
grow with your help.
If you have not yet done so, please pay your dues; we need your support. Thank you,
and see you in April with, I hope, bald ibis photos.
Alice McSpadden Williams, President
CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS
Thanks to Margaret Gresham Livingston for pointing out that the caption under the
banquet photograph for Charles Lindbergh on page 12 in the last issue was misidentified as
U.S. Sen. John Bankhead. It should have read Hugh Morrow, president of Sloss Furnace,
who introduced Lindbergh at the dinner. Morrow sits to the left of the famed flier.
A RELATIVE
Bob Edwards, the gentleman who signs members and visitors in at the door during
regular meetings is a relative, it turns out, of U.S. Sen. Dixon Hall Lewis, the heaviest man
in the US Senate in 1844, a story on whom ran on page 3 of the last edition. We were not
aware of the connection.

Japanese Heavy Cruiser Kako under fire (Terry Manton).

Birmingham’s Unknown Naval Hero

F

By Tom Badham

ew people knew that the Hardy Tynes steel
fabricating company vice-president quietly living
on Stone River Circle in Mountain Brook had
won the Navy Cross in the dark early days of World War
II for sinking the Japanese heavy cruiser Kako.
Lt. Commander John Moore was the kind of hero of
which movies were made.
What made the sinking of the Kako
so extraordinary was that he and his
crew accomplished it in a dangerous,
battle damaged, obsolete World War
I era submarine – the S-44. The sub
was so old and small that the boats
Lt. Commander
(subs were considered boats, not
John Moore
ships back then) in its class when built in 1923 weren’t
even given names.
On the night of August 9, 1942, during the first battle
of Savo Island, five Japanese heavy cruisers, two light
cruisers and one destroyer sank three USN cruisers and
one Australian cruiser. Another USN navy cruiser was
damaged as well as two more destroyers. The Japanese
ships received only moderate damage. Two of the
Japanese cruisers, Kako and Furutaka were not even

damaged! It was one of the worse defeats suffered by the
US Navy in the war.
That night, the Japanese admirals, flushed with
victory, ordered four of the heavy cruisers back to their
forward stronghold at Rabaul unescorted. The 200-foot
long S-44 lurking near Kavieng crossed their paths early
on the morning of August 10 off Simbari Island. Barely
able to make 10 knots submerged, its 44 men crewmen
frantically positioned their boat for their only chance at
hitting one of the fast moving Japanese cruisers before
they sped out of range.
The Kako was two football fields long with six eightinch (bore diameter) guns. She was almost as large as a
battleship, had a crew of 616 and could steam at a top
speed of 34 knots. She was the last ship in line. But the
S-44 was in the right place and only 700 yards away. At
7:06 AM, the S-44 fired all her torpedo tubes – she only
had four bow tubes and no stern tubes. At 7:08 all four of
the obsolete, slow Mark 10 torpedoes struck the Kako in
a text book perfect spread from the No. 1 turret then aft
to the forward magazines and the first two boiler rooms.
Within five minutes Kako rolled over on her starboard
(continued on page 15)
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The Old Huntsville Road Down Which Rode The
Early Pioneers
By Jim Bennett

B

1865 map showing the route of the Huntsville Road on the left from Elyton to Woodstock.
The Tannehill Ironworks was located bottom left. The next stop was Vance, then Trion.

ack about the time of statehood, an old
settlement road, among the very first in
Alabama, led from Huntsville through Jefferson
County and on to Tuscaloosa. Known as the Huntsville
Road, it stretched 150 miles through Indian Territory
and the Alabama wildwoods.
Pioneers from Tennessee and South Carolina drove
their wagons and farm animals over it with high hopes
of building a future in the new frontier. The dirt road
followed an old Indian trail which dated to the previous
century.
It was by this route in 1816 that Davy Crockett rode on
horseback to visit friends and relatives near Jonesboro.
In 1865, it attracted troops of Croxton’s Brigade who set
the torch to the Tannehill Furnaces and the University of

Alabama. In the 1840s, you could see coal wagons along
this route on their way to Maxwell’s or Glasscock’s store
in Tuscaloosa to trade for food and the familiar bottle.
The historic road is a particularly haunting destination,
now largely lost in isolated woods but occasionally
reappearing in more urban places like Bessemer , McCalla
and Tuscaloosa. It was replaced by US 11 in the 1920s
and faded into history. Now I-20 carries most of the local
traffic to Tuscaloosa and the University of Alabama.
For some reason I have always been intrigued
by the Huntsville Road and its untold stories. I
have spent more than a few Saturdays retracing the
old route through neighborhoods and the piney

woods. I did it again recently finding myself in
a Bibb County forest not far from Bucksville.
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The road here is heavily eroded but still visible in
places. The fallen chimneys of pioneer houses and
their adjacent wells show themselves every now and
then, their stories mostly forgotten. Our exploration
party stumbled across an old two-stone cemetery
bearing the graves of Harry Franklin Moses and
his wife, Dorcas. Moses died in 1878. So lonely was
the site, just the two of them, hidden in the woods
together in a forgotten country plot. Nearby was what
appeared to have been a stage coach stop with a large
rectangular stone foundation.
The Huntsville Road had stone mile markers which
were used long before the era of metal signs. The metal
signs would have rusted away but those of stone remain
as they will forever. One can be seen as you approach
Alberta reading “4 Miles” to Tuscaloosa. Others have
been seen in the backwoods, one reading “Tuscaloosa,
30 miles.”
A section of the Old Huntsville Road appears near
the former site of the Salem Academy for Girls during
the Civil War. The location is at the end of Prince’s
Spring Road.
Mary Gordon Duffee, the historian of the Hill
Country, often wrote about traveling down the road in
the 1840s in her Sketches of Alabama, first published
in the Birmingham Iron Age in 1885. Along the way she
described humble homes built of pine logs, where the

residents cultivated small patches of corn, peas and
yams and got the coal out as they had the time, one
load at a time.
From Tuscaloosa to Elyton, she described passing
the Hillman Forge at Tannehill and the town of
Bucksville where the buildings had a “venerable air of
antiquity”, a few rich plantations and various streams
with wooden bridges. For 16 miles outside Tuscaloosa,
they rode over a plank road, much improved from the
pioneer days.
The late James Walker, who lived not far from
the Huntsville Road as it passes through McCalla,
called it, “the most traveled and oldest road” through
western Jefferson County. It, he said, ran from Ditto’s
Landing on the Tennessee River passing Blountsville
where an old Indian named “Bear Meat” lived and
operated a small trading post, then progressed south
to the “Devil’s Race Track” which would eventually
become Birmingham and on to Old Jonesboro, the
first permanent settlement in the Jefferson County.
In the distance, one could see the ancient Bessemer
Indian Mounds which had been vacated 200 years
before the arrival of Columbus.
E.A. Powell also remembered his travels along the
pioneer route in his history of West Alabama.
“My first entrance in Tuskaloosa (Tuscaloosa) County

Stone Mileage Marker, Old Huntsville Road, Alberta.

A section of the Old Huntsville Road near the site of the Salem
School for Girls on Prince’s Spring Road, Bessemer.

(continued on page 15)
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There really is a place called

S

Sweet Home, Alabama

weet Home Alabama,” released in June 1974
by Lynyrd Skynyrd, is arguably one of the most
popular Southern rock songs of all time, and
most assuredly in Alabama.
But did you know there really is a place called Sweet
Home in Bessemer? Located at Arlington Avenue and
19th Street, the house is a unique blend of the Queen
Anne and Neo-Classical architectural styles. It was built
for H.W. Sweet (1866-1919), a native of South Carolina,
and Bessemer’s first undertaker and a furniture merchant.
While the rock band’s song mentions of Muscle Shoals,
Birmingham and Montgomery, a historical marker in
front of the Sweet home proudly proclaims it as one of
Bessemer’s landmarks. Likely, bassist Ed King didn’t
know about the real Sweet Home when he wrote the song.
In 2009, when Bob Riley was governor, the state
of Alabama began printing the words “Sweet Home
Alabama” on its automobile license plates.
The Sweet house was built in 1906 by architect William
E. Benns at a cost of $10,000. It features two identical
pedimented entrance porticos supported by fluted
columns and full-length wrap-around porches on the first
and second stories. It also has an octagonal corner tower.

T

Sweet served as a Jefferson County commissioner,
helped bring the University of Alabama Medical Center
to Birmingham signing the deed conveying land and the
Hillman Hospital and the Jefferson Hospital to UAB.
Sweet also served as director of the Alabama state docks
and was a candidate for governor in 1954.

Sweet Home, Bessemer, built 1910 (Waymarking.com).

Artifact: What Is It?

his ancient bowl was found in excavations of
the Bessemer Indian Mounds by the University
of Alabama in the late 1930s as part of a WPAsponsored archaeological investigation.
The pre-historic Mississippian Era Indian site included
three mounds, a ceremonial mound, a burial mound
and a domiciliary mound. The site, perhaps the first
residential location in Jefferson County, was abandoned
200 years before the arrival of Columbus.
It is not known what became of the population but it
was likely associated with a disease, climate change or war.

Pre-historic populations such as this were predecessors of
the later day Creeks and other modern tribes.
In the 1816 at the close of the Creek-Indian War,
the town of old Jonesboro was located nearby, the first
pioneer settlement in the county. The place was first
called Indian Mound Campground. The bowl is on
display at the Bessemer Hall of History.


Pre-historic era Indian bowl, Bessemer
(University of Alabama Museums).
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Birmingham Public Library, 1930 (Encyclopedia of Alabama).
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Birmingham Public Library, 2016 (Jim Bennett)

Then and Now: The Birmingham Public Library

N

2100 Park Avenue Place, Birmingham

ot much has changed in the looks of the old
Birmingham Public Library except for the model
of cars out front.
The
impressive
neo-classical
building
of
Indiana limestone was completed in 1927 and served
as the central facility of the Birmingham Public Library
for 57 years. That was before the building was renamed
the Linn-Henley Research Library in 1985 and a new
central library was built across Richard Arrington Blvd.
(20th Street) connected by a overhead crosswalk. The
older facility houses research areas, special collections

and government publications.
The library was established in 1886 as an adjunct of
Birmingham’s public schools. John H. Phillips, then
superintendent of the public school system, set up a
library in a room not much bigger than a closet. In 1913,
a public library board was established, and the City of
Birmingham assumed responsibility for funding the
growing institution. The library was later moved to City
Hall, where the collection burned in a fire in 1925.

Birmingham News, April, 1957.

Birmingham News, March, 1956.
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Old Toadvine Road leads to the Toadvine Cemetery (Hotpads.com).

F

Jefferson County Place Names: Toadvine

or more than a century Toadvine has been a small
community in northwestern Jefferson County
about 12 miles west of Bessemer and a half mile
from Valley Creek. It is not far from the Donaldson
Correctional Center.
Two general stores and a blacksmith shop for years
served a community of scattered houses in a mountainous
section with rustic scenery. Settled prior to 1810, more
than nine years before Alabama became a state, it is one
of the oldest communities in Jefferson County.
The community got its unusual name from an incident
during the Civil War involving one of its prominent
citizens named Cape Smith. Smith, it seems got captured
by the federals and was imprisoned at Rock Island,
Illinois where he remained until the close of the war.
He had a nervous temperament and easily lost his cool.
He especially disliked whistles. As other soldiers would
provoke him by whistling, a soldier named “Toadvine”
from Georgia came to his rescue and beat up a bully
leading the aggravation.
Smith, who was an excellent gun maker, and Toadvine
became such good friends that when Smith returned
home to Jefferson County, he named the community in
which he lived “Toadvine” when it got a post office.
Toadvine figured into the early political life of

Jefferson County. There was an old saying: “As Toadvine
goes, so goes Jefferson County.” Its early settlers were
thrifty farmers from Tennessee and South Carolina
who attended to their own business but liked politics.
Candidates came there for its reputation of voting for a
winner, kind of like Beat 14 in Elmore County.
Sources: “How Toadvine Got Its Name” by W. J. Boles
Sunday, September 28, 1928 Birmingham News; Wikipedia.

Birmingham News, March, 1956.
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B26 Pilot To Rocket Scientist
The Travels Of Jesse Mitchell
By Robert J. Lindberg and Joseph Mitchell

Jesse L. Mitchell , B-26 pilot, WWII to NASA scientist.

I

t’s a long way from Fairfield High School to the
reaches of outer space but it was a journey taken by
Jesse LaFayette Mitchell.
Two years after graduating from Fairfield in 1939, he
enrolled at Auburn (then called the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute) in aeronautical engineering as a member of the
USAAF Reserves. He was called to active duty in February
of 1943 and received his wings as a second lieutenant the
next year.
Assigned to the crew of a Martin Marauder B26
Medium Bomber, as part of the 344th Bomb Group, Lt.
Mitchell flew out of a base near Paris and then Belgium
to hit German marshalling yards. He flew 30 missions
often encountering flak being hit four times. One of
these missions against an ordnance depot at Wiesbaden
drew even more serious flak damage disabling his right
engine. He continued his bomb run, then made a singleengine dash for an American fighter base in Luxembourg.
Because he saved his crew of five and the bravery shown in
combat, he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross.
Mitchell might have remained in the Air Force, but
he wanted to join what would become America’s space
race. He returned to Auburn where he completed his
degree in aeronautical engineering. In 1947, he moved

to Hampton, Virginia to begin a 25-year career with the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (later
NASA) where his job was to design and launch scientific
instruments.
In the 1950s, he was involved in the design and
development of the pre-satellite communication suborbital program known as ECHO. The large reflective
surface of ECHO bounced radio waves from the
earth across the country and was the predecessor to
transmitting satellites which today commonly transmit
cell phone, radio and TV signals.
After the Soviets launched Sputnik, the American
space effort went into high gear to be the first to get to
the Moon. During a Lunar probe project, the idea for
a 12-foot satellite was Mitchell’s brainchild. In 1966,
Mitchell became head of the Office of Space Science and
Applications and moved to Washington, DC where he
became a member of President Eisenhower’s Advisory
Board of Science and Technology. A year later he moved
to the newly created NASA headquarters working in the
unmanned flight division.
There his work became focused on putting telescopes
above the earth’s atmosphere for maximum clarity and
other instruments on orbiting satellites. In 1969, Mitchell
was given the Distinguished Service Award for his work
on the orbiting astronomical observatory, the forerunner
of Hubble. He not only was a leading exponent of space
telescopes but X-ray astronomy including the HEAO
project.
Mitchell died in 1998 ending a remarkable career of a
local boy, who first became a war hero, then one of the
nation’s leading authorities on orbiting telescopes.
Editor’s Note: Jesse LaFayette Mitchell was one of the
grandsons of Joshua LaFayette Mitchell, builder of L&N Trestle
#10 near Mount Olive featured in the Jefferson Journal, Fall
Quarter, 2014.
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This Month 185 Years Ago Was Heard The First: ‘Roll Tide’

W

ell, not quite. That came in the 1950s, but April
13, 1831 is when the University of Alabama
first opened its doors. Fifty-two students were
accepted that first day. By the end of the session, the
student body had swelled to nearly 100. The faculty was
made up of four men including the Rev. Alva Woods
who had been inaugurated president of the University
on April 12, 1831.
Today, the Capstone has over 37,000 students, 46% of
them from in-state. The five Alabama counties with the
highest enrollments are Jefferson, Tuscaloosa, Madison,
Shelby and Mobile.
The University of Alabama Medical School was moved
from Tuscaloosa to Birmingham in 1945. UAB opened
in 1936 as the Birmingham Extension Center of The
University of Alabama and became an independent
institution in 1969. The University of Alabama at
Huntsville was established the same year.
Football did not get going until 1892 when it posted
a 2-2 season at Birmingham’s Lakeview Park losing the
first Iron Bowl with a 32–22 loss to Auburn on February
22, 1893.
For 40 years, from 1948 to 1988, the Auburn game was
played at Birmingham’s Legion Field, then the largest
stadium in the state. By 1980, the series had come to be
called the Iron Bowl due to Birmingham’s prominence
as a center of iron and steel production. The term Iron
Bowl was coined by Auburn’s coach at the time, Shug
Jordan. Alabama’s coach, Bear Bryant, said he preferred
calling the game the Brag Bowl, since the winner’s fans
got to brag all year long.
Getting back to the “Roll Tide” cheer, that came as
part of a song on the 1950 Percy Faith album of football
songs (later re-released as Touchdown!) and was played
extensively across the state in the 1960s and 1970s as
the music behind radio commercials for sporting goods
stores. It was also used as the theme music for The
Bear Bryant Show. The last words of the song, “Roll

1892 Alabama cadets football team (Wikipedia).
Tide!,” have become the standard cheer, greeting, and
farewell among Alabama fans.
The Crimson Tide moniker supposedly was first
used by Hugh Roberts, sports editor of the Birmingham
Age-Herald. He used “Crimson Tide” in describing an
Alabama-Auburn game played in the mud in Birmingham
in 1907.
The origin of the elephant mascot dates back to
the 1931 Rose Bowl when a local luggage company,
Rosenburger’s Birmingham Trunk Company, donated
luggage on which appeared the company’s tag, a red
elephant standing on a suitcase, to each Alabama player.
Reporters covering the game with Washington State
dropped the logo was team’s and the moniker stuck.
Sources: Wikipedia, “1892 Alabama Cadets football team”;
Wikipedia, “University of Alabama Traditions”; The University
of Alabama “Quick Facts.”

Birmingham News, March, 1946.
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Signs of the Times

Empire Building, Morris Hotel and Bank for Savings Building, were among downtown buildings with drink signs.

Magic City Rotary Trail Opens (blog. al.com).

Magic City Rotary Trail New Historic Attraction

T

he Rotary Trail, a greenspace linking Railroad
Park with the Sloss Furnaces area, opened April 6.
It transforms an unused railroad cut along
First Avenue South between 20th Street and 24th Street
into a downtown walking pathway.
A replica of the historic “Birmingham: The Magic
City” sign, copied after a similar stationary sign that once
welcomed visitors to Birmingham at Terminal Station,
will be lighted. The new sign reads “Rotary Trail in the

T

Magic City.”
Bill Jones, co-chair of the Rotary Club-sponsored
walkway, said that although the trail will be for daytime
use, lighting and cameras will be installed to focus on
security.
The Rotary Club of Birmingham engaged the services
of the Clements Dean Building Co. and A.G. Gaston
Construction as the contractors and Goodwyn Mills &
Cawood as the architect.

2016 Dues Running Behind

reasurer Harry Bradford says dues have fallen
behind schedule and urges all who have not paid
for 2016 to please do so. Only about 105 of the
300 members are current.
“We have not had a good response so far,” he said.
“If you don’t get your newsletter it’s because you haven’t
paid your dues.”
Bradford said dues payments are running behind
what they were last year at this time. A dues notice and

envelope were included in the last edition.
Single memberships $20
Couples $30;
Sponsors $100
Patron $250
Benefactor $500
Contributions are tax deductible.
Please mail your dues to Harry Bradford, Treasurer,
Jefferson County Historical Association, P.O. Box
130285, Birmingham, AL 35213-0285. Be sure to put
your name, address and phone number on your check.

S

oft drink advertisements have adorned downtown
buildings since the 1920s, but now the city is
turning thumbs down.
You might ask why all the controversy about the sign
atop the 18-story Bank for Savings Building changing from
Pepsi to UAB when soft drink advertising on downtown
buildings has been common practice for years.
Bufallo Rock had a big sign painted on the Empire
Building before World War I and the Morris Hotel had
one for 7-Up in the 1940s. The Bank for Savings featured
a lighted scrolling sign, when the building was built
40 years ago, but was shut down to cut expenses. The
more controversial Pepsi sign that replaced it is now the
subject of being to replaced itself by a sign on which UAB
proposes to run historical images.
The Pepsi sign was installed early 2014 without approval
from the Birmingham Design Review Committee. Buffalo
Rock, a Pepsi distributor and PepsiCo leased the sign
from Harbert Realty for an undisclosed sum and term.
“The new (proposed) sign is a visual blend of old and
new, paying homage to Birmingham’s rich history while
underscoring the unique partnership between the City of
Birmingham and UAB,” UAB President Ray Watts said
in a statement. “The future of this region will be driven
by collaboration between Birmingham, Jefferson County,
UAB, the Birmingham Business Alliance and business

and civic leaders and their respective organizations. The
new signage is an affirmation of that mutually beneficial
relationship.”
Anti-billboard groups say the UAB sign still brings
blight to the city skyline and opposes it as a billboard in
the sky. The city has sent a cease and desist order until
DRC approval is given.
Even liquor has been advertised on downtown
structures including the Lem Motlow sign, maker of Jack
Daniels in Birmingham in 1905, which still faintly exists
on a building on Second Avenue, North.

The Jack Daniel’s sign at the corner of Second Avenue, North
and 24th Street (Ginger/Flickr).
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Day Tripping
Now that spring has arrived, visiting some of our historical markers while observing the new housing growth might be
a good idea idea for a Sunday afternoon ride. Here is a list of JCHA Historical Marker Locations.
• Independent Presbyterian Church (3100 Highland
Avenue)
• The Little Theatre (1116 26th Street, South)
• The Alabama Theatre (1917 Third Avenue, North)
• Shades Valley High School (original site) (20th Place
near Mt. Brook Village)
• Mountain Brook (City Hall, Church Street)
• Homewood (2850 19th Avenue, South)
• Rosedale (US 280 at US 31)
• Hollywood (Hollywood Boulevard at LaPrado)
• Edgewood (Oxmoor Road at Broadway)
• Briarwood Presbyterian Church (2200 Briarwood Way)
• Will Franke/Early (Mountain Brook Village)
• St. Vincent’s Hospital (2607 Clairmont Avenue)
• Oldest House in Shades Valley/Irondale Furnace
Commissary (Montevallo Road at Glenbrook)
• Union Hill Cemetery/Union Hill Methodist
Episcopal Church/Union Hill School (Montevallo
Road at US 280 Overpass)
• Lane Park (Cahaba Road between the Botanical
Gardens and the Zoo)
• Birmingham Water Works Company/Cahaba
Pumping Station (Cahaba Heights Road, Blue Lake
Road and Sicard Hollow Road)
• Irondale Furnace/Wallace S. McElwain (Stone River
Road near Old Leeds Lane)

I
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(Huntsville Road continued from page 5)

was about the last of February 1830. It was what I then
thought to be about the end of the long wagon journey
from South Carolina. We came down the old Huntsville
road from Elyton.
Elyton was the first town I ever saw in Alabama. It
was there I saw the first stage coach I had ever seen. To
me it was rather a big sight to see one man holding the
reins of four horses, and they nearly at full speed and
the driver cracking his long whip at every jump. I said
I thought that we were at our journey’s end, but I was
(Kako continued from page 3)

Birmingham bike messenger, telegrams, October 1914 (Lewis
Wickes Hine/Shorpy).
• The Old Mill/Robert Jemison, Jr. (2800 Mountain
Brook Parkway)
• Brock’s Gap/The South & North Railroad Cut/
Gateway to Birmingham (Shades Crest Road, Hoover)
• Canterbury United Methodist Church (350 Overbrook
Road)
• Edgewood Lake (Lakeshore Drive at University Park
Drive)
• Early Mountain Brook Village (Center intersection of
business district)
• Office Park (near Cahaba Road entrance)
• Tutwiler Hotel, former Ridgely Apartments (21 Street
North at Sixth Avenue).

What Things Cost A Hundred Years Ago

n 1916, the cost of a movie ticket was 7 cents,
newspapers cost a nickel and a loaf of bread was 5
cents. The price of a Model T (Tin Lizzie) was $360
for a touring car and $345 for a run-about. Gasoline was
16 cents per gallon.
The average home cost $6,187. An electric refrigerator
cost $900.
How much did people get paid? It depends what their
job was. The average annual wage in Ohio was $671.
The year had some notable events: Georgia Tech beat
Cumberland University 222-0, the Piggly-Wiggly grocery
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chain was founded, Mr. Peanut was created and J.L. Craft
started making cheese.

Tin Lizzy got its name from a 1922 race car called “Old Liz”.

side, exploded as sea water reached her boilers and sank
bow first.
If then Lt. Commander Moore had been in our newer
Fleet class submarine, he may not have had such success.
The larger and faster Mark 15 and 16 torpedoes had a
horrible tendency not to explode when hitting enemy
ships. Until the exploder mechanisms were replaced later
in the war, most of our “modern” torpedoes were duds.
The situation was so bad Hollywood even made a John
Wayne movie about it.
John Moore and his crew sank the first Imperial
Japanese capital warship of WWII by a USN submarine.
A spectacular achievement for an obsolete old relic that
had been pressed into emergency wartime service. For
sinking the Kako, Moore was awarded the Navy Cross
and promoted to Commander. The ship’s crew was
awarded the Presidential Unit Citation.
During those first three war patrols in the Southwest
Pacific under Moore, the S-44 was credited with
three confirmed sinkings totaling 17,070 total tons.
Vice-Admiral Charles A. Lockwood, Commander
Submarines Southwest Pacific, created a roll of honor
for his submariners. When a skipper would have an
outstanding patrol, Admiral Lockwood would present
him in a ceremony a set of 10 karat solid gold dolphins
for which the Admiral had paid for out of his own pocket.
On the back of the large dolphin would be the name

mistaken. We came down to about opposite the Asylum
(in Tuscaloosa).”
The Old Huntsville Road, haunting and inviting, has
no travelers now, only ghost riders in buggies, wagons
and finally Model Ts who drove into history.
Sources: “55 Years in West Alabama”, E. A. Powell, Alabama
Historical Quarterly, Chapter 7, Vol. 4, No. 4, 1942; “Mary
Gordon Duffee’s Sketches of Alabama”, ed. Virginia Pounds
Brown and Jane Porter Nabers, University of Alabama Press,
1940; “Things Remembered, Along the Huntsville Road”,
James H. Walker, Instant Heirloom, Press, McCalla, Alabama.
of the commander and his sub. Moore was well-known
in submarine circles as being the most successful S-boat
commander of WWII.
Moore would lead three more war patrols from
September 9, 1942 to July 17, 1943 in the USS Sailfish
(SS-192). This was difficult duty too. The Sailfish had
been first commissioned as the USS Squalus in 1939.
During a test dive off Portsmouth New Hampshire,
the boat flooded and sank in 243 feet of water. With
great difficulty 33 of the crew were saved, but 23 men
drowned. Even though the boat was salvaged, refitted
and re-named, sailors thought it was “unlucky” with
the crews having low morale and performance. Under
Moore, the boat successfully sank two Japanese ships.
He then was given orders ashore as engineering and
maintenance officer for the Southwest Pacific Submarine
Fleet. He was promoted to captain on March 3, 1945 and
retired as a rear admiral in 1958. He passed away on June
10, 1985.
Sources: US Naval Records via the Steve Brannan private
collection; Wikipedia.

Birmingham News, April, 1967.
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2016 Meetings Calendar
April 21, 2016 – Dr. Larry Clayton, professor of history at the
University of Alabama:

“Alabama and Cuba, Desoto to Today”
July 14, 2016- Richard Pizitz, Sr.

“Pizitz Department Store” history; new book signing:
“Genesis of a Retail Giant” by Jim Bennett
October 6, 2016 – Ed Bridges, former state archives director:
brings his new book.

“Alabama in the New Century”

SOCIETY MEETINGS

Despite its proximity to the U.S., Cuba has
been off limits for over 50 years.

Emmet O’Neal Library
Mountain Brook
6:30 Reception
7:00 Business and Speaker

Emmet O’Neal Library.
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